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C
reativity and business are not supposed  
to mix. The stereotypical corporate world is full  
of  buttoned-up suits and rational decision 
makers. Even in Silicon Valley, where the tieless, 

jean-wearing, technological wunderkind emerge  
as digital entrepreneurs, there is still a sense that  
disciplined innovation rather than pure creativity begets 
commercial success. 

But, my belief – and experience – is that creativity lies 
at the heart of business. Creativity – defined as acting in 
or on the world in new and significant ways – is a powerful 
and universal force throughout the business world. 

There is nothing new in this. Far from the sun-kissed 
streets of California’s entrepreneurial powerhouse, there 
was an older, much less appreciated crucible of creativity. 
The origins of the first explosion of commercial creativity 
occurred in Britain in the 18th and 19th centuries, during 
the Industrial Revolution. 

The Industrial Revolution was an outpouring  
of creative juices as much as it was of sweat and blood. 
Indeed, our modern sense of  creativity, with its 
connotations of newness, originality, invention and 
progress, was forged in the fields of commerce. Ironically, 
during the Industrial Revolution the arts and artists 
became the role models of creativity rather than inventors, 
explorers, entrepreneurs and industrialists. Romantics 
such as Blake, Shiller and Shelley became fierce critics  
of the excesses of the ‘dark satanic mills’ and of the effects 
of the free market. Their creativity became associated 
with divine and natural genius, in contrast to the very 
human creativity of entrepreneurs.

Time and time again, creativity unlocks and 

Jonothan Neelands argues  
that creativity lies at the heart  
of business – and always has 
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reconfigures the social and economic building blocks  
of a new era. Throughout history, periods of social turmoil 
and change are preceded by – or give rise to – explosive 
bursts of creativity. Think of the Renaissance of the 14th 
century, the Age of Enlightenment in the 18th century and 
the Industrial Revolution – or the current digital 
revolution, for that matter. 

The human capacity for creativity is hard-wired  
to the human capacity for problem solving. 

Creatively destroying
The Austrian-American economist Joseph Schumpeter 
coined the phrase ‘creative destruction’ in the 1950s. 
Today, it is almost as familiar as Adam Smith’s ‘invisible 
hand’ as an explanation of the way 
that capitalism works. And yet, how 
many times have you heard the 
phrase without considering the role 
of creativity in the capitalist mantra? 
(There is an irony too in the fact  
that Schumpeter adapted the idea 
from the writings of  Karl Marx, 
whose motivation was not to applaud 
capitalism but to destroy it.)

As  an  example  o f  c reat ive 
destruction consider post-war 
Germany. Germany had been ravaged 
by two world wars in a 30-year 
period. It was a place of devastation 
and despair. Yet, there was great 
creativity. The German economy 
(helped by the Marshall  Plan) 
resuscitated itself over the next 20 
years.  Today,  at  another t ime  
of economic crisis, it is the dynamism 
of  the  German economy that  
is propping up the euro zone. 

But even in its darkest moments, 
there was still the light of creative 
possibility. In 1945 the German 
playwright Bertolt Brecht, living  
in exile in California, observed:  
“It is  well  known how benef icially people can  
be influenced by the conviction that they are poised on 
the threshold of a new age. At such a moment their 
environment appears to be still entirely unfinished, 
capable of the happiest improvements, full of dreams and 
undreamt of possibilities, like malleable raw material in 
their hand. They themselves feel as if they have awakened 
to a new day, rested, strong, resourceful. Old beliefs are 
dismissed as superstitions, what yesterday seemed a 
matter of course is today subject to fresh examination.  
We have been ruled, says mankind, but know we shall  
be the rulers.”

This sense of  possibility and renewal is central  
to creativity. Marx suggested that at times of economic 
crisis entrepreneurs seek to ‘disturb the equilibrium’ of 
failing economies by creating new products and inventions 
to revitalise the market. There is here a close link between 

artistic and entrepreneurial creative agents - both seek  
in different ways to ‘disturb the equilibrium’. Artists 
‘disturb the equilibrium’ by challenging orthodoxies and 
aspiring to represent a new and different world. Creativity 
is the opposite of cynicism. That’s why I believe creativity 
is a business and social imperative for the 21st century.  
We stand at the threshold of a new era – if we choose. 

Creative collaboration
My working and political life has been dedicated to 
finding ways of physically interacting and participating 
through dialogue and shared action in public spaces.  
My spiritual home is in the drama studio or rehearsal 
room, but it could have been in a craft workshop, 

laboratory, design studio or other 
working place of creatively and socially 
working together. What interests me 
is how we might do business in ways 
that are based on socially creative 
communality, cooperative exchange, 
the collaboration of interests and a 
keen sense of the common good. 

The rights, rituals and motivations 
of workers in creative spaces offer  
clues as to how we might do business 
in other contexts. It is wrong-headed 
to imagine that the arts, creative work 
and academia can exist outside of the 
world of business and markets; that 
there can be aesthetic and intellectual 
worlds that are not tarnished or 
sullied by the touch of Mammon.  
Or sharpened and invigorated by the 
same forces. Creativity, in my experience, 
does not happen in a vacuum.

All cultural organisations are  
also businesses. Take the Royal 
Shakespeare Company (RSC), which 
I know well from their collaboration 
with Warwick Business School (WBS). 
The RSC is the world’s largest 
producing theatre valued for its 

creative achievements in the artistic sense, but it is also  
a creative business doing business creatively. The RSC  
is a company of actors and other artists but it is also  
a company in the business sense. 

The performance of the company is literally measured 
by the performance of the company. And there are older, 
more distinguished precedents. It is worth remembering 
that the RSC’s eponymous patron did not write his plays 
in a vacuum. Shakespeare was subject to commercial 
realities. His need to pay the bills, and the discipline  
it instilled, spurred him on to produce many of his best 
plays. Much of his material was provided by the creative 
destruction – political and religious – that he observed 
around him at that time.

WBS has a partnership with the RSC, which brings 
creativity and artists into the school to encourage  
and support the WBS mission to do things differently. 

The rights, rituals 
and motivations of 
workers in creative 
spaces offer clues  
as to how we might  
do business in  
other contexts
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The Industrial Revolution was an outpouring of creative juices as 
much as it was of sweat and blood

Karl Marx suggested that at times of economic crisis 
entrepreneurs seek to "disturb the equilibrium"

Bertolt Brecht observed that “It is well known how beneficially 
people can be influenced by the conviction that they are poised 

on the threshold of a new age"
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Creativity and doing things differently are, if  not 
identical, then synonymous. Doing things differently 
suggests a more creative approach to the world  
of business, but it is also a recognition that we cannot  
in any sphere of our lives continue as if  we are not  
facing political, economic, social and environmental 
crises, which may engulf us. We are being battered by 
Schumpeter’s, now constant, gale. 

Open to learning
Personally and professionally, I feel most at home working 
in drama and theatre spaces, which are open spaces both 
in terms of how the space itself is used and constantly  
re-imagined, and open also in terms of  knowledge  
and the outcomes of  the creative 
work that goes on in that space. I am 
happiest in spaces where there is 
openness to new ideas; new uses of 
tools; new levels of trust in others; the 
possibilities of  failure; openness  
to risk; openness to the unimagined. 

This kind of openness, coupled  
with a sense of autonomy to be self-
determining and self-directing  
is, I believe, a pre-requisite for creative 
work and invention. 

So, how can businesses create  
such open spaces? Within the notion  
of  open space, there are three 
concepts or principles.

 The  f i rs t  concept  i s  f low.  
O r i g i n a l ly  p ro p o s e d  by  t h e  
Hungarian psychologist Mihaly 
Csíkszentmihályi, flow is the mental 
state of operation in which a person 
performing an activity is  fully 
immersed in a feeling of energised 
focus, full involvement and enjoyment 
in the process of the activity. Think  
of losing yourself in playing music  
or writing, or in playing a sport. 
According to Csíkszentmihályi, flow 
is completely focused motivation,  
so that the self is immersed in the activity.

Open spaces are usually shared spaces with other 
actors or colleagues, so there is also openness in terms  
of how we dwell together in creative spaces. Flow is the 
desired state that we aspire to.

This raises important questions for businesses.  
In particular, what forms of cooperation foster social 
creativity? The mood of learning, working, creating  
in open spaces is subjunctive – full of  possibilities, 
imaginings, what-ifs, maybes and possible beginnings. 

At best, it is a cooperative space without coercion  
or external legislation. We capitalise on our strengths  
and differences. It is a differentiated mode of exchange.  
It is also a public rather than intimate space, we come 
wearing the neutral masks of the citizen, the disinterested 
professional or craftsperson. It is important that we do so, 

and that our cooperation is indirect and impersonal. 
In the open space of work or learning, we develop 

empathy rather than sympathy for each other. The 
sociologist Richard Sennett suggests that whereas 
sympathy is a hug, empathy is an encounter – a deeper 
and tougher form of cooperation in which we seek 
understanding of each other and of ourselves through 
working together on goals that are bigger than our 
individual self-interests. 

Brecht put it well when he reflected that: “In 20 years 
of activist theatre I do not believe I have raised anyone’s 
consciousness, or liberated them, or brought them new 
understanding.  I have, however, been changed with and 
through others, and they I hope, with and through me…  
in theatre, as in life, we develop one another.”

Open spaces also require actors  
to act – to be self-instituting, to 
transform, to become. They are 
focused on creat ing what  the 
educator Paolo Freire called vital 
knowledge: “The kind of knowledge 
that becomes solidarity, becomes a 
'being with'. In that context, the 
future is seen, not as inexorable, but 
as something that is constructed by 
people engaged together in life, in 
history. It's the knowledge that sees 
history as possibility and not as 
already determined. The world is not 
finished. It is always in the process  
of becoming.” 

In essence, being in flow is accepting 
that nothing is pre-determined or set 
in stone. We – and our business 
processes – are in a fluid rather than 
solid state.

The playful attitude
Closely related to flow, the second 
concept implicit in open space 
learning is that of playfulness. 

In my work as a teacher I try to 
help young people to imagine how 

they might become, how they might re-imagine 
themselves, their relationship to others and to the world 
we share. The key to social transformations on the scale 
required to meet the demands of  the 21st century  
is in understanding how to utilise in our adult world  
the playful strategies of children, both with objects  
and the pursuit of socially playful goals, and in their 
innate uses of the imagination. 

There are connections between children’s uses of play, 
the play of a company of actors in producing a play, and 
the possibility that play as an attitude to process rather 
than as an event may offer a model to other groups intent 
on creative invention. 

In Homo Ludens published in 1938, Johan Huizinga,  
who later died in Nazi detention, argued that in the  
pre-industrial age we were all playful as adults as well  

The mood of 
learning, working, 
creating in open 
spaces is subjunctive  
– full of possibilities, 
imaginings, what-ifs, 
maybes and possible 
beginnings

Professors 
Neelands and 
Tsoukas talk to  
students about 
leadership and 
judgement
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provisional, problematic and unfinished. There is often 
an ‘uncrowning’ of the power of the teacher, leader  
or director and an expectation that learning, or rehearsal, 
will be negotiated and co-constructed. Open space 
learning requires trust and mutuality amongst 
participants; the circle is its essential shape. Crucially,  
the space is open to others, it is a shared public space 
constituted in order to negotiate meanings socially  
and artistically. 

In certain aspects, this model corresponds with what 
Richard Sennett and Jonathan Cobb identified as the 
Social Triangle. Their research in the seventies in Boston 
found that manual labourers forged strong informal  
bonds at work. On one side of the triangle was a respect 
between bosses and workers based on two principles – 
earned authority and the moderation  
of  humil iat ion in the relat ion  
of command and obedience. Earned 
authori ty  means that  workers 
themselves endowed the boss with 
authority – to rules freely accepted. 
They followed the boss because they 
wanted to, not because they had  
to, and this comes close to the idea  
of the ‘uncrowning’ of the teacher  
or director. One reason for this 
earned power was that the boss did 
not use his power to humiliate in the 
relation of command to obedience. 
According to Max Weber, humiliation 
occurs when the servant has no 
choice (no autonomy), humiliation 
occurs when the master shows no 
recognition. This is close to what  
I mean by trust and mutuality 
between participants. 

The second side of the triangle is 
based on the informal ties of loyalty 
and mutuality between workers 
themselves, forged as much through 
gossip and covering each other’s 
absences as through the work itself. 
Mutality that leads to great leap  
of  faith – trust in each other – 
particularly when the going gets 
tough. This kind of extraordinary 
trust, which allows for the most amazing risks to be taken, 
is particularly true in the lives of a company of actors. 

The third side of the triangle comes from the other two 
and is the willingness of all involved to cooperate under 
duress – to muck in and do whatever it takes when there 
is a crisis. 

The qualities of earned authority; trust; honour; 
absorption in pursuing goals that are beyond individual 
self-interest; recognition; freedom to initiate and both 
develop,  abandon and modify ideas and ways  
of working; tough cooperation; and a playful attitude  
to work are strongly evident in the actor Geoffrey 
Streatfeild’s memory of working with the RSC ensemble 
during its season performing Shakespeare’s history plays: 

“Our ever-growing trust enables us to experiment, 
improvise and rework on the floor with an astonishing 
freedom and confidence. This ensemble is a secure 
environment without ever being a comfort zone. All of us 
are continually challenging ourselves and being inspired  
by those around us to reach new levels in all aspects  
of our work.”

The key to creating a secure environment without 
creating a comfort zone is getting the balance right,  
in leadership, between protection and challenge. 
Remember that f low is about the balance between 
challenge and skill. Too high a challenge and workers fail 
and become disinterested in the wrong sense. Too much 
protection and they get bored. 

My interest in these spaces of flow, playfulness and 
togetherness is one of sociability and 
of scale. The scale and complexity of 
the problems we face are of such a 
magnitude that they can only be 
addressed socially, collectively and 
collaboratively. I do not want to 
change the world or to work towards 
creative transformations in society. 
My humbler mission is to discover 
whether in open space learning we 
can model a better way of living, 
working and being. 

Reinventing our worlds
We are all actors driven by events  
to shape new social, artistic and 
commercial ideas and responses.  
We may feel embarrassed or fearful 
of  the idea that we are all actors  
in a social performance with others. 
You may want to distance yourselves 
from luvvies and the arts, but  
in our professional lives we are used  
to the idea of  ‘performance’ –  
we have performance indicators, we 
have performance management and 
we have meetings that lead to action 
points that require actors to act. 

Michael Boyd, the Artistic Director 
of the RSC, once asked: “Can an 

ensemble company act in some sense as a... better version 
of the real world on an achievable scale which celebrates 
the virtues of collaboration?”  

It is both an intriguing and inspiring notion. The need 
to act (literally) in our personal and professional lives  
has never been more pressing. As Brecht’s Galileo 
pronounced, “A new era has dawned, a great age in which 
it is a joy to be alive.” The new era demands creative 
responses from us all. 

as children and that this playfulness was essential both  
to invention and to cooperative or political life. In his 
thesis, the introduction of the factory bell made work 
serious business, without space or time for play. 

According to Csíkszentmihályi, flow is most likely  
to occur when there is a match of high challenge and high 
skill – when we are stretched by the problem to test  
the outer limits of our ability. And of course play itself  
is no fun unless there are obstacles and challenges.  
But obstacles and challenges are only fun when the 
consequences of error and failure are reduced and means-
ends relations are loosened. 

So play is also a preparation for the necessity of 
repetition and modulation in creative training and work. 
Because there is no penalty in not achieving a pre-
determined goal in play, children learn to succeed through 
constant repetition and modulation. They practice for 
hours with the same Lego or clay, for instance, in the same 
way that an artist must practice for hours to create 
original music. 

It is also the case that children’s play, particularly with 
objects, strives towards increasing complexity. Sennett 
claims that play is the foundation for craftsmanship which, 
in a sense, is another word for creativity – using tools  
in order to fashion ideas into new and original outcomes. 

Play takes place in the space between people. The child 
psychologist Donald Winnicott suggests, that in playful 
encounters, children learn to experiment with the idea  
of otherness. That the presence of the other, which can  

be very threatening, becomes in play a delightful source  
of curiosity and that this curiosity – or disinterested 
empathy – contributes towards the development of healthy 
attitudes to friendship and professional life. 

One other purpose of the rules of play is to create the 
illusion at least of initial equality in terms of power. The 
principles of exchange in the marketplace of play are 
differentiated to ensure that all players are able to 
participate more or less equally in terms of age, ability 
and other differentiating factors. There is no fun in playing 
with apex predators – there has to be the possibility of  
a win-win exchange. In play there is a freedom from the 
self; a disinterest that makes playing sometimes as 
enjoyable as winning. 

All together now
Along with flow and playfulness, the third principle of 
open space learning is togetherness, or working as part  
of an ensemble. This is where personal or individual 
creativity crosses the line into business creativity. In the 
workplace, we need to work as part of  the larger 
organisation. Even though there are opportunities for 
individual creative brilliance, the creative ego needs to be 
harnessed to – or engaged by – the organisational goals.

One of the first and most important aspects of this sort 
of togetherness is the setting aside of hierarchical position. 
So, in open space learning there are flexible and less 
hierarchical uses of space, and knowledge is considered 

The third principle  
of open space learning 
is togetherness,  
or working as part  
of an ensemble.  
This is where personal  
or individual creativity 
crosses the line into 
business creativity

Children learn 
to succeed 
through 
constant 
repetition and 
modulation

Watch a film about the Warwick MBA 
module ‘Leadership and the Art of 
Judgement’ at wbs.ac.uk/go/jonothan
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